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New finishes: reconstructed stone white 
Calce and black slate.

A table with a mono-material finish, entirely 
covered in aluminium sheet.
Available in the following finishes:

- Goffered white, corten, pewter, and
black iron painted finish. The pewter and 
black iron finishes have a cloudy shaded
effect, a feature and peculiarity of this
specific finish.

- White Calce and black slate
reconstructed stone, this particular
finish is a mineral compound composed of 
marble and quartz. 
It is spread manually over the entire
surface of the table, and after application
a maturation process at room temperature 
is required. After a manual sanding
process, the material is protected with a
water-based nanotechnological finish. 
Top, edges and legs covered with the
application of a thickness of about 1.5 mm 
of material. 

Tops
The load-bearing top, 35 mm thick, is a 
composite panel made up of an inner frame 
of galvanised steel profile, painted with a 
specific treatment for outdoor use, and filled 
with polystyrene. This is completely covered, 
both on the top and on the edges by an 
aluminium sheet.
Available in the following dimensions, either 
square or rectangular: 90x180, 100x240, 
120x280, 140x140.

Legs
Extruded aluminium legs, 35x35 cross 
section, with stainless steel structural tie-rod 
and adjustable feet.
Height 75 cm.

CONFIGURATOR

Accessories
Protective tarpaulin specifically for outdoor 
products, waterproof, made of 100% polyester, 
outside with acrylic coating, inside with acrylic 
resin coating.
Its characteristics are emphasised by its fully 
fungicidal Teflon finish.
Each tarpaulin comes with a closable slip 
cover, so that it can be folded and kept 
correctly when not in use.

Use and Maintenance
For correct washing, use a delicate neutral 
soap and water, and rinse thoroughly after 
washing, using only water.
After cleaning, allow the fabric to dry correctly 
before folding it and putting it away, to avoid it 
getting mouldy. 
NB Avoid the fabric coming into direct contact 
with weed killers, fertilisers, and chlorine, 
as these may stain the protective tarpaulin 
indelibly.

FOR INFO SEE TECHNICAL SECT.

Strength:

- Tensile strength: warp: 125 DaN/5 cm -
weft: 120 DaN/5 cm

- Tear strength: warp: 2.5 DaN - weft: 2.5
DaN/5 cm

- Light resistance: level 6/8

- Heat resistance: +70°C

- Cold resistance: -30°C

- Column of water: approx 1000 mm.

FINISHES

P123/S085 = matt goffered painted,  
white colour X124

P124/S086 = matt goffered painted,
corten colour X128

P125/S087 = matt goffered painted,
pewter colour (cloudy shaded effect) X129

P126/S088 = matt goffered painted,  
black iron colour (cloudy shaded effect) X130

P144/S104 = reconstructed stone white Calce X131 

P145/S105 = reconstructed stone black slate X132 

FINISHES

FIND OUT MORE

NOTE 

The dimensional tolerance in both width 
and length is 0/+ 5mm. 
Special sizes are not available. 
Please specify in the order if the tables 
would be eventually put close one another. 

Outdoor use
Any material left outdoor, even if properly treated, 
due to the action of weathering, can have 
superficial molecular and colour changes during 
its lifetime. Of course the amount of alteration 
is directly related to the amount of exposure to 
weather and to the geographical area. Regular 
maintenance, for instance periodic cleaning with 
water, increases resistance to corrosion. 
During winter and when the items are 
not in use, we recommend covering the 
structures with the specific optional cover 
accessories.

New finishes: reconstructed stone 
white Calce and black slate.

For further information about specs, please 
refer to the technical section at the end of 
the price list (tables of materials/colours).
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The columns indicating the finish, now mention both the product code and the material sample code (X…).
NB: the scheme at the beginning of the pricelist summarizes both codes per product.




